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TRIBUTES
WE ACKNOWLEDGE AND PAY OUR
RESPECTS TO NYOONGAR ELDERS,
PAST, PRESENT AND EMERGING,
as the traditional custodians of this land – which was never ceded –
on which we live and work. We salute their resilience, capacity and
ongoing contributions to this region.
We are also indebted to LGBTI elders and acknowledge their lives
and work – often involving personal risk -which laid the foundations
for LGBTI rights on which we build today. We hope that our work is
creating, for us all, a safer and more welcoming world in which to live.
Finally, we pay tribute to our members and supporters, whose energy
and goodwill has driven our achievements over the past 15 years. As
a community-led NGO, GRAI is indebted to the pro-bono input of a
great many people, especially past and present Board members.
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REPORT FROM THE CHAIR

ABOUT GRAI

The last 12 months has been a robust year for GRAI. This organisation continues to be bold and proud in
our activities. We; were able to partner to develop the wellness of our Elders, met to discuss housing futures
for LGBTI housing, continued to raise the quality of the aged care sector with our training, ‘generation-ing’
games for intersectional awareness, finding our inner book nerd and boot-scooted and portraited our way
out of Covid. Through this time the Board and our Employees have continued to show and give more to our
community. Thank you.

GRAI was founded in 2005, following a dinner party where the guests (who were members of the
LGBTI community) expressed fears about growing older and potentially needing to access aged-care
services which could be LGBTI-phobic. Having fought for the right to live openly, the prospect of
having to ‘go back into the closet’ was unacceptable and demanded action. GRAI was born.

GRAI is in the unique position to grow and in setting up for this pivot the road has been long. GRAI will need
ensure the highest standard of transparency, authenticity and governance. The necessary steps to ensure
that we can be sustainable has meant for a changes in how we do things. and this will continue as we review
and evolve our governance. This ensures that we can be flexible and inventive in our engagement with the
community. Our Allies at South Care have been generous in creating a space for us to continue this work for
the next three years. With this support, it means that we can continue to be impactful and can plan for a GRAI’s
bright future. Thank you to Dr Nikki Howe and the Chair of South Care, Veronica Lawrance for continuing this
relationship.
In February we recruited Kedy Kristal to be our Training Officer. Kedy brings a wealth of experience and,
alongside June Lowe, has helped embed our training and sector development through funding from the LGBTI
Health Alliance. In addition, June, as our Activities Lead continued to inspire and generate spaces for discussion
for our Elders.
Over the last year GRAI has renewed our focus on how we support our Elders. In 2020 GRAI was successful for
a grant from the Department of Communities to partner with Connect Vic Park to run a Q-Connect Program
where Elders worked in exploring their health and wellness. This was a considerable upswing for GRAI as
we feel that we are now growing our capacity to be a space
where Elders can use community wisdom to maintain agency.
Thank you to Paul Ross and June Lowe for their work on this
project. We were incredibly touched by the support from Luke
Garswood and Flavia Pardini, our Allies, from Connect Vic Park
for all their support during this time.
It is with some sadness that this report announces the
retirement of June Lowe in 2021. As an educator, passionate
campaigner and community developer, June has made GRAI
a place where we can start to have a conversation with our
Elders about how to determine their own future. As a Board,
we wish her nothing but the best. Please see our section in the
report honouring her legacy.

MICHAEL BERRY
GRAI Chair

The future is bright for GRAI. We have new and exciting
initiatives ahead. I look forward to this journey continuing for
all of us.

One of GRAI’s early activities was a major research
project in conjunction with Curtin University to
evaluate aged-care providers’ attitudes towards
LGBTI people. The report, ‘We don’t have any of
those people here’ (2010), confirmed the concerns
of GRAI’s founders. However, it also provided an
invaluable platform from which to lobby the federal
government, which was, in 2011-12, engaged in
substantial aged-care law reform.
GRAI joined the national push that established important new rights for LGBTI elders and, flowing
from these reforms, we received federal funding to deliver services in WA as part of the national
roll-out of LGBTI inclusivity training. Over the past five years, GRAI has been delivering this training
to aged-care providers and others in WA, in a program, badged by GRAI as Right To Belong, that has
continued to grow from strength to strength.
GRAI has continued to grow providing social activities and events throughout the year despite COVID
lockdowns.
Over the last couple of years GRAI has re-focussed it’s energies into look at how we can support out
Elders. Over the last two years these activities included the Elder’s ‘Phone Tree’ during the 2020 Covid
Lockdown where we reached out to isolated Elders and Q-Connect Project where we brough Elders
together to participate in healthy ageing activities.
At the end of the Financial Year GRAI was one of the successful proposals of the Village Hub. The
Village Hub initiative will bring older Australians together in their community to progress activities that
support good mental and physical health as well as better connections to the local community. Of
the 12 successful proposals, GRAI is the only LGBTI project. GRAI’s Village Hub will move away from
traditional models of aged care service providers and establish a supportive framework based on
building respectful peer relationships between its members.
GRAI has always been unique in the way it supports and advocates for our community. The Village
Hubis a transition and will change how we support each other. The timing and opportunity of the Village
Hub is important. We are cognisant of the challenges in the sector raised by the Royal Commission
into Aged Care Quality and Safety and of the mountains of research that explain how we are better
in our own home. LGBTI Elders do struggle to engage with more traditional ‘service models’, to put it
succinctly my colleague and friend June said ‘I want a person, not a service’.
The next stage is building an LGBTI Elders’ Advisory Group. This will advise on the Hub activities and
develop our Peer Elders that will provide befriending service for vulnerable and isolated individuals.
For more information on this please contact: villagehub@grai.org.au
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INTRODUCING OUR
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
GRAI would proudly like to announce that Kedy Kristal has been appointed as GRAI’s first Executive Officer. In
establishing our Village Hub, the Board took the opportunity to align an Executive Position along with Kedy’s
role as the Project Lead for the Village Hub. The project is funded for three years, following that our Village
Hub will need to find the ability to sustain itself.
Kedy brings a sophisticated mind, generous heart and strategic awareness to GRAI. Kedy was the Patricia
Giles Centre CEO, and the Women’s Council for Domestic and Family Violence Services Acting CEO.
Kedy has developed innovative Domestic and Family Violence programs and services. She has provided
the opportunity to develop policy, worked to empower organisations to grow and enhanced the ability of
stakeholders to share. Her community leadership has seen; changes to legislation, raising of awareness and
developed platforms for those on the margins.

7

Words can never do June justice, as
June is so much more than words:
She is kind, She is humble, She is
passionate, She is committed , She is
supportive and She is LEGENDARY!
It has been such a blessing to have had the
opportunity to get to know, work and be supported by
June these past few years, she is full of wisdom and makes
the world a better place.
I don’t know when, and I don’t know how, but June seems to have
found the elixir of energy and has never shown any signs of slowing
down. If someone needs something June is always there to provide
that help, to those without family she steps in anyd becomes family.
Thank you for being you June!
- Adrian Tilby, Deputy Chair GRAI
“June is an excellent advocate for GRAI in so many ways. The Right to Belong Training
is just one example where June is able to draw on her passion and breadth of experience
to deliver a solid training. It has been a pleasure to co-present with June and be able
to provide an engaging and for some, a life changing training. I remember a particularly
challenging regional presentation we did, but I think we managed to get them over the line in the
end. We collapsed in our motel room after that training but June never gave up on getting the
message across.”
- Dr Jude Comfort, GRAI Trainer and Former Board member
“June Lowe is one of those individuals who has had a huge impact on issues of LGBTI ageing,
not just in WA but nationally as well. Her steady focus and persistence, wide sense of mission,
generosity of spirit, and ability to work with and unite the many distinct parts of our LGBTI
communities has allowed her to accomplish so very much, and is a role model for all of us.”
- Daniel Parker, PhD, Clinical Psychologist and former GRAI Board Member

THANK YOU JUNE LOWE
“I have worked as a volunteer alongside June both inside and
outside the GRAI office since 2016. She has earned my enormous
admiration and respect for the sheer volume and variety
of work I’ve seen her undertake and perform with great
care, warmth, wisdom and skill. She is also excellent
company! As a 60+ year old lesbian I could not have
wished for a more appropriate, rewarding or
happy environment in which to volunteer.”
– Pam Mulholland, GRAI Volunteer

“June is one of those remarkable individuals that looks at what is and what it could be,
then she strives to make that change.
June’s compassion for elders and learning has seen an evolution.
June has been an educator, a friend and mentor. She is able to be all these things
with grace and kindness.”
- Michael Berry, Chair GRAI
“June is the embodiment of the famous quote by Margaret Mead, a
small, thoughtful, committed citizen who has changed the way
aged care services respond to LGBTI people in WA through her
work over many years.”
- Kedy Kristal, GRAI Board member & Training coordinator
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
Coming out of COVID exhibition:
12 portraits the capture the resilience
of LGBTI elders
This photographic exhibition has been on display at:
World AIDS Day, Victoria Park Library, Royal Perth Hospital,
Vic Park Connect, Busselton Mardi Gras Fair Day
and T Dance.

Talking
Generation Games
A fabulous sunny day of fun and games for over
60 people, games included tossing handbags,
chess, and all manner of other foolishness. MC’d
by the courageous Cougar, the event celebrated Pride
and LGBTI community-togetherness across all ages. In the
afternoon the launch of the Coming Out of Covid exhibition
featured presentations from several of the featured elders in the
exhibition.
Talking Generation Games was sponsored by a Seniors Week Grant from
COTA and Dept of Communities.
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
Busselton
Mardi-Gras Fair Day
GRAI headed south to help celebrate Busselton Mardi Gras on Sat 20th
March by displaying our photographic exhibition, Coming Out of
Covid.
It was fantastic to see the local community gather together,
raise the profile of GRAI, and a great opportunity to
showcase our fabulous LGBTI elders to the South
West LGBTI community.

Broome
Pride
GRAI was well represented in
celebrating Broome Pride in 2021.
This unique event has grown into a weeklong celebration of diversity, inclusion and all
things Broome!
We wanted to reach out to Broome Pride to thank them
for welcoming us on this wonderful festival.
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
5th Year Anniversary
Southcare Sundowner
GRAI held as sundowner to thank Southcare for their generosity in
hosting GRAI since 2015.
The event was an opportunity to present a brief history of
GRAI’s work over the last five years and seek feedback
and suggestions for future activities.

Barn Dance
2020
Another sell out event again, with
over 500 people at Perth City Farm,
with the always popular Mucky Duck Bush
band and the Bucking Bull.
The Barn Dance is rapidly becoming a must attend
event on the LGBTI social calendar.
Not only a fabulous night out but also the funds raised
support local Perth based LGBTI groups.
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GRAI SOCIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
Rainbow Roof
Seminar
The Monday evening allowed for a social event with the screening of
the 2005 Japanese film ‘Maison de Himiko’. This delightful Japanese
comedy tells a bitter-sweet tale of a famous socialite queen, who
on her retirement sets up a beachside home for herself and
all her old, gay, friends.
The Rainbow Roof seminar, the following day
provided the community with an opportunity
to hear from a range of speakers and
promoted discussion on housing issues
and future options as related to elder
LGBTI community members.

Christmas
in July
We held our Christmas in July
at Vic Park Connect and what a
great night it was. Games, laughs a
couple of songs and a visit from Santa
(what more could you ask for).
A special thank you to Vic Park Connect and all the
volunteers that helped on the evening.
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GRAI ONGOING PROGRAMS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
Lesbians Who Lunch & Meet n Muse
Lesbians Who Lunch, a lunch club for older lesbians, meets on the third
Thursday of each month at venues around the metropolitan area, in
cafes, hotels and occasional picnics. LwL was disrupted by COVID last
year but returned on monthly basis for most of 2020-21
Meet n Muse is a discussion group for older lesbians
debating a wide range of topics from the philosophical
to the frivolous. For info contact Pam,
Pam_mulholland@aapt.net.au or 0420 929 583.
MnM’s schedule is:
• Mandurah, 7pm on 1st & 3rd Weds at
Mandurah Senior Citizens Centre
•
Perth,
1.30pm
on
2nd
4th Weds at Citiplace Perth
Railway concourse

Queer
Book Club
In December 2020
GRAI secured funding
under the Department
of
Communities,
Agefriendly Communities Social
Connectivity Grants Program to
establish the Queer BookClub.

&

The Queer Book Club project is a
monthly community event for older LGBTI
community that embraces social inclusion, by
providing an opportunity for LGBTI individuals
of all ages and their allies to come together and
feel a part of a community, to feel loved, connected
and to know they aren’t alone. Through 2021 the
Queer Book Club has reviewed a range of Queer books/
authors including HoneyBee, Less, Throat, Invisible Boys,
Girl, Woman, Other, How We Fight for Our Lives, Oranges
are Not the Only Fruit, The Boy from the Mish and the Seven
Husbands of Evelyn Hugo.
Over 200 people are members and engage via email or as part of the
Facebook Group and we have a diverse monthly attendance of averaging
25 people at Connect Vic Park on the last Wednesday of the month from
6 – 7:30pm.
The Queer Book Club has also held meetings in Busselton at BareFoot Books.
The Queer Book Club embraces social inclusion and supports the wellbeing of its
older participants by actively address the various barriers faced by them to ensure they
have full access to participation. One way it does this is by providing books free of charge
or by a generous discount thanks to our partnership with Crow Books in Victoria Park.
As a group we aim to provide all members of the LGBTI community of Perth with a safe,
supportive environment that allows voices to be heard equally and invites participants to join
in the discussion as little or as much as they would like
You are all welcome to join in the discussions, events and much more that happen within this
group.
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GRAI ONGOING PROGRAMS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
Tea-Dance
Tea-dance – a ridiculous amount fun... thanks to all the good people
at OUTdance who organised this event. For the uninitiated, a Tea dance
involves (optional) dancing and (compulsory) afternoon tea. There were
several smooth dance experts who were a joy to watch, and plenty
of us two-left-footers, who were also fun to watch for different
reasons!

Networking & Conferences
Elder Abuse is everyone’s business Symposium.
Organised by Council on the Ageing, GRAI was
invited to present on LGBTI Elder Abuse.
Ageing and Aged Care Conference.
An online panel session on
the topic of Community
Resilience, Innovation
and Creativity.

LGBTI Inclusivity
Trainings
GRAI has been delivering high quality
LGBTI-inclusivity training for many
years, which is offered under the banner of
our ‘Right To Belong’ program. This includes
Commonwealth-funded training, Fee-for-service
workshops, and our 5-part training. GRAI receives
Commonwealth funding, via the National LGBTI Health
Alliance, as part of a national rollout of training to the aged
care sector, now in its 5th year. COVID continued to impact
through 2020 and its wasn’t until April 2021 when a training
coordinator was employed and GRAI was able to deliver 2 full days
and one half day of Right to Belong training in Perth.
We thank our trainers, Genevieve Major, Jude Comfort, June Lowe and Kedy
Kristal for their professionalism and dedication to this work.
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GRAI ONGOING PROGRAMS
FINANCIAL YEAR 2020-2021
Fee for
Service Trainings
Alzheimers WA: Two LGBTI inclusivity sessions delivered, one by Zoom
and in person.
In April, GRAI delivered a LGBTI Inclusivity workshop for staff
and volunteers at Connect Victoria Park. Connect Vic Parks
has shown leadership in its commitment to engaging
with and supporting the LGBTI communities. It
is hosting Prime Timers, Queer Book Club,
the Coming Out of Covid exhibition and
partnered with GRAI to deliver the
Q-connect program.

Q-Connect
“Connected for LGBTI
well-being”
A nine-week wellness program
for LGBTI people aged 60+
The Q-Connect program ran over nine
weeks from May to July 2021 . This was an
evidence-based, peer-led program guided by
six elders from the local LGBTI community.
Based on this model of ageing wellness, Q-Connect
provided weekly opportunities for LGBTI participants to
experience, share and connect. Using a different domain
each week, we offered forty-five minutes of guided exercise
classes and one hour of facilitated workshop activities.
Q-Connect received funding from the Department of Communities :
Age-friendly Communities’ Social Connectivity Grants program
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GRAI BOARD

FAREWELLS

The GRAI Board for 2020-2021 has comprised of Michael Berry, Chair; Adrian Tilby, Deputy Chair; David
Gibson, Secretary; Lee Tollis, Treasurer; Board members Dr Dan Parker and Kedy Kristal. Paul. GRAI’s three
Community Reps positions were filled by June Lowe, Shaun Mays and Leonie Stickland.
This year GRAI has employed two independent contractors fulfill its funding contracts. The GRAI Board is an
‘active board’ and Board members are frequently involved in the day-to-day affairs of the organisation. We
are deeply appreciative of the time and energy given by Board members and others, a sure manifestation of
their commitment to improve the happiness and welfare of LGBTI elders.

Michael Berry
Chair

Adrian Tilby
Deputy Chair

Dr. Dan Parker
Board Member

Kedy Kristal
Board Member

Shaun Mays
Community Rep

Leonie Strickland
Community Rep

David Gibson
Secretary/Treasurer

June Lowe
Community Rep

This year we farewell a number of GRAI Board Members and thank them sincerely for their contributions
and support of GRAI .
Adrian Tilby

Dr. Dan Parker

June Lowe

Lee Tollos

Leonie Strickland

Shaun Mays

Lee Tollos
Treasurer
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SUPPORTERS

Institute of
Chartered
Accountants

GRAI gratefully acknowledges our
supporters, sponsors and partnerships.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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BALANCE SHEET
GLBTI RIGHTS IN AGEING INC (GRAI)

AS AT 30 JUNE 2021

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
GLBTI RIGHTS IN AGEING INC (GRAI)

AS AT 30 JUNE 2021
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GRAI is a not-for-profit, community
group based in Perth, WA, working
to support the rights and wellbeing
of LGBTI elders.
Established in 2005, GRAI provides
advocacy for law reform; inclusivity
training in the aged care sector;
research to increase awareness of
LGBTI issues; and social outreach to
build community.
We welcome new members.

GLBTI Rights in Ageing Inc (GRAI)
54 Bickley Crescent
Manning, WA 6152
PO Box 506
North Fremantle, WA 6956
+61 08 9436 3422
info@grai.org.au
www.grai.org.au
ABN 23 587 341 162

